Introduction
Impact dampers have been extensively studied and investigated to counter vibrations in industrial machinery and structural systems. This is due to the fact that they are simple in design and easy to implement. In the article the methods of calculation and optimization of much of mass shock type DVA's are examined for diminishing of vibration at small frequencies of vibrations of base construction. The algorithms of diminishing of vibration of base construction are got. Absorption of energy is taken into account for an account to the movement of the rolling masses on the curved surface, to the blow of the masses to the resilient elastic barriers and the masses impacts between itself.
The dynamic response and performance of single unit impact dampers has been studied extensively. Pioneering research was conducted by Paget (1937) . Further research by Grubin (1956) determined the existence of the optimal distances between the primary mass and the auxiliary mass for the impact damper. In Masri (1968) a piecewise analytical solution for the dynamics of an impact damper, and determined that the most effective damping condition occurred with two symmetric collisions per cycle is presented. In Bagpat & Sankar (1985) and Ema & Marui (1994) further the relation between the coeffi cient of restitution and damping ratio of the impact and found the optimum damping effect by changing the mass ratio of the damper to the structure are provided. Moreover, many kinds of impact dampers have since been introduced, among them with resilient buffers (Chen & Wang, 2003; Li & Darby, 2006 ).
An improved scheme for detecting the time of impact has been developed in order to prevent negative collisions, which represent an intolerable scenario for large amplitude vibrations (Park, Wang & Crocker, 2009) .
Detailed experiments with a horizontal impact damper explain the general performance and the resonance vibration of the integrated system, which occurs at a frequency, which is different from the original resonance frequency. The numerical schemes (NS) row for the complex vibro-loaded construction and methods of decomposition and the NS synthesis are considered in our paper on the basis of new methods of modal synthesis (Kernytskyy, Diveyev, Pankevych & Kernytskyy, 2006; Stocko, Diveyev & Topilnyckyj, 2007; Diveyev, Vikovych, Dorosh & Kernytskyy, 2012; Cherchyk, Diveyev, Martyn & Sava, 2014; Diveyev, Vikovych, Martyn & Dorosh, 2015) .
Impact masses DVA
Let us consider condensed model of impact masses DVA -primary system. In Figure 1 the impact mass type DVA is presented: an additional impact mass in container with elastic barrier elements Consider now the DVA with three different impact masses in one container ( Fig. 1) The system of equations is now: Here three DVA's masses are considered. Parameters m 1 , k 1 of the prime system may be found by means of FEM or experimentally (Kernytskyy et al., 2006) . The non-linear functions are:
were: A -clearance; K vi -boundary elements rigidity.
The non-linear functions
, of DVA's masses interaction may be defi ned analogously. Let us consider the optimization of this DVA's by criterion:
Coordinates x 1 , x 2 , x 3 of the impact masses and the differences between this coordinates x 1 , x 3 and x 2 , x 3 are presented in Figure 2 .
In Figure 3 the results of DVA's application are shown.
The three mass impacts DVA seems to be better then independent three DVA's with the same masses. Here the optimization in the real time is done.
Present research develops the genetic algorithms for optimal design search- ing by discrete-continuum DVA's system -base system modeling (Chen & Wang, 2003; Kernytskyy et al., 2006; Li & Darby, 2006; Stocko et al., 2007) . The process of geometrical DVA's parameters evolution for different stage of impulse loading and different base system damping is shown in Figure 4 .
Here eight parameters of optimization are used: fx, fx2 -DVA's eigenfrequencies; Dx, DG -proportional viscous damping in container and in barrier (added to all equations terms i du Xi X i dt k D ); Mx 3 -less DVA' mass; fKK -DVA's masses inter-collision and fKx -DVA's masses on barrier collision eigenfrequencies. Ax is clearance half length. The prime system mass is m 1 = 10 kg, the prime system eigenfrequency is f R = 1 Hz = = 6.28 rad·s -1 , the proportional damping is D1= 0.03.
In Figure 5 results of one-mass DVA and three-mass DVA optimization.
The one-mass DVA is worse than three-mass.
The upper results are achieved with the Boltzman approximation for contact forces (Fig. 6) .
∆ -distance between centers of rolling masses; X 0 -width of contact zone.
Impact masses DVA with different radiuses of sending plates
Let us consider new three-mass DVA (Fig. 7) . Here the curvatures of fl at springs of DVA's masses are different. That prevents them to move synchronous motion. In Figure 8 the optimization results are shown.
The evaluation time was 2 s. In Figure 9 the masses rejections are presented.
Here dX = 0.5 in Boltzman approximation.
In Figure 10 comparison of optimization processes for masses contact and without contact are presented.
Simultaneous optimization for shock oscillation loading
Consider now simultaneous optimization by impulse and harmonic loading. Let us now consider the optimization of this DVA's by criterion (3) for simultaneous shock oscillation loading. In Figure 11 results of optimization for various initial time are presented.
For the optimization the best results are achieved (as was shown by calculations) by high damping in the container and soft highly damping barriers. 
Conclusion
In order to determine the optimal parameters of impact multi-mass DVA the complete modeling of dynamics of devices should be made. Paper deals with the new methods for the explicit determination of the frequency characteristics of dynamic vibration absorbers by impact and narrow frequency excitation. The new vibro-absorbing elements are proposed. Few parameters numerical schemes of vibration analysis are under discussion. The infl uence of geometric, elastic and damping properties of the basic construction and dynamic vibration absorbers are considered. The algorithms for vibration decreasing are received. The energy dissipation results from the exchange of momentum during impacts between the mass and the stops, mass friction during its motion and masses collegian as the structure vibrates. Finally, present research develops the genetic algorithms for optimal design searching by discrete-continuum DVA's system -base system modeling. 
